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controlling THE VELOCITY A

sina qua non in teaching0 listening
by T edward harvey

there are several levels of listening listeners because they are also field in-
dependentexpertise which are commonly found in field independency is a theo-
reticalnormal native conversantsconversants these levels construct based on the ability to keep

usually occur simultaneously in the course things apart in a perceptual field to see
of normal life situations in the home for patterns and to respond without stress in
example siblings will understand what novel situations field dependent people are
fishman 1978 calls the manifest con-
tent

unable to disregard the more superficial
that which the parent is saying but aspects in order to detect order in the

also will comprehend the latent content unfamiliar HA wilkins etal 1962
what is really meant by the message the applying this same construct to listening
latent content of the slang expressions carver johnson and friedman tested
uttered at a beach party by a jealous boy-
friend

listeners who tended to concentrate more on
is only too clear to the newcomer the rate and less on the content they used

who is caught flirting with a seemingly speeded speech in conjunction with mea-
suresunattached young lady listeners differ in offieldof field dependency and found that the

intelligence but when they listen in their ability to comprehend highly speeded speech
own language most are able to predict with probably involves being field independent
a high degree of accuracy the total meaning 1971721971 72 the results of other research by
of what they hear even if the message is friedman and johnson point to rate as a
coming at them at a rapid rate dimension of speech which seems to be at

in contrast neophyte second language the root of individual variations in listening

12121 2 learners may catch about one quarter proficiencies 19081908

of the manifest content and according to assuming that some of our 12 students
the amount of their exposure to the target are field dependent if we continue to do
culture may understand very little of the nothing about controlling listening they are
latent content of the message As listeners doomed to inadequacy and frustration in
gain knowledge of the 12 linguistic system attending to learner needs we can control
and familiarity with the 12 culture they the teacher as was recently suggested by
more easily distinguish between the essential ISP nation tesi reporter spring 1979
and the redundant and can anticipate however unless we control the message
the totalto taltai message content at least this is velocity we still miss the mark as we try to
the terminal behavior that will be achieved provide the learning environment that leads
by most students to the greatest proficiency in listening

some 12 students are inefficient listen-
ers

we must remember that human speech
in their native tongue when they areaieale is characterized by a certain amount of

confronted with a rapid string of speech redundancy processing time is provided for
sounds they panic MD steer 1945 the listener by such means as hesitation and
found that some people tend to pay too repetition which reduce the amount of
much attention to rate rather than content latent content available in a given message
they concentrate on how fast things are laudably nationssNationnationsss method items 11II and
coming at them and when they miss a string 111IIIlii suggests that the teacher be flexible and
of words they become so overly tenseteme and provide processing pauses or repeat portions
preoccupied with the part missed that they of the message in question the fact re-

mainsbecome hopelessly lost and miscomprehend however that after class the same
the message apparently those who can student who benefited from in class flex-

ibilitylisten efficiently for meaning are skilled will often have to resort to the
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inflexible tape recorder for the much needed sage which is perceived as being slower than
additional listening practice the usual native speed at which speech is

speech contrived and recorded for normally recorded while the materials
listening practice omits the pauses and the the students will use still lack the pauses
repetitions and moves relentlessly on from and repetitions of authentic speech the
start to finish thus the student listeners are electronic alteration provided by the speech

confronted with both the manifest and the expander effectively reinserts the jujuncturenctureacture
latent content nearly simultaneously As a pauses which are essential to comprehension

forced and effectively negates the cognitive over-
loading

consequence they are to accomplish
a task that even native speakers of english that results from the mere velocity

of the sticht 1970are not required to do they must cope message

with a speech stream made up almost application of rate control falls logic-
allyentirely of items totally essential to message into two areas expanded speech may

comprehension rivers 1977 suggests be employed to minimize task overload and
that we obtain recordings of contextualized assure greater success to the beginner and
spontaneous speech to be fair to our stu-
dents

the slower learner compressed speech may
however authentic materials of the be used to sustain the challenge for the more

type she specifies are difficult for the advanced students david siegrist 1977
classroom teacher to obtain how can has prepared a training program designed to
second language educators compensate for allow ESL students to proceed from use of
the inadequacies of listening programs expanded to normal to compressed speech
already in their possession such a procedure constitutes an optimum

rate altered speech curriculum design for language laboratory
listening experiences exercises and mater-
ialsthe most promising to enhanceway will from theconvey meaning beginningstudent listening performance with recorded of instruction even at lower levels studentsmaterials is to mechanically retard the speed are taken from comprehensibly slowerof the tape and electronically correct the presentations through successively fasteraccompanying shift inirlirilri pitch the device a

student or teacher may use to modify the T edward harvey phd in foreign
original recording is called a speech com language education the ohio state
pressorexpanderpressor expander the machine consists of a university is assistant professor of
regular variable speed cassette player which spanish and french and coordinator
is equipped with electronic circuitry that as of modem languages BYU hawaii
the tape speed is changed either deletes campus formerly a member of the
small periodic samples of the taped message foreign language faculty at the
and electronically splices them together or united states air force academy he
inserts speech into the message stream to has andtaught english spanish as a
slow it down several united states com-
panies

second language at the college level
now market reasonably priced caaca5cas-

sette players that contain either shift presentations to native speed materials and
register or random access memory beyond A similar project is underway at
RAM circuitry two representative com-

panies
miami university ohio where expansion

are lexicon inc 60 turner street and then compression are applied to an 12
waltham massachusetts 02154021 4 USA reading program phillips 1978 describes
which produces the varispeech II11 com a procedure where a passage is first recorded
pressorexpanderpressor Expander this machine incor-
porates

then expanded then the selection is re
RAM circuitry the variable recorded six times each time speech com-

pressionspeech control company 185 berry street is applied to increase the rate of
suite 3850 san francisco california aural presentation thus as a student listens
94107 USA produces the model A 7 to a tape he will hear the same passage at
speech controller that incorporates shift rates from 120 words per minute to 240
register circuitry to slow down the speech words per minute the objective of the

expanded speech is produced by application of rate control is to force the
periodically repeating a small segment of student to associate sound meaning and the
a recorded message this produces a mes printed word more rapidly and thus avoid
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the cumbersome but very common practice achieve thetlle goal of listening fluency the
of conscious translation ability to comprehend the manifest and the

besides applying expansion and then latent content of native speech it is also
compression to instructional situations offered as a vehicle for facilitating acquisi-

tionexpansion has been successfully used in 1212 of other language skills

research and testing action research by
harvey 1978 has shown that high school references
students studying a second language pre-
ferred

carver ronald P raymond L johnson
expanded speech when reviewing and herbert L friedman 1971721971 72

tape programs in preparation for listening factor analysis of the ability to
comprehension examinations flaherty comprehend time compressed speech

1975 and littell 1976 have shown that journal ofreadingof reading behavior 44049440 49
expansion of the 12 speech signal effectively

fishman joshuajoshual A and robert L coopernegates cognitive overloading especially
during testing situations thus significantly 1978 the sociolinguistic founda-

tionsenhancing student listening performance of language testing ppap 36 in
bernard spolsky ed advances inrate controlled have alsorecordings language testing seriesserlesyeries two ap-
proachesbeen usedsed as aural pacers mary neville and proaches to language testing arling-
tonAK 1975 had ESLpugh university virginia center for applied lin-
guisticsreading students listen to a recording of a guisticscs

passage while reading it silently again the
experimental procedure included both ex-
pansion

flaherty etienne 1979 rate concontrolledtrolledstrolled

and compression during the pilot speech in foreign language education
study it was found that speech expanded to Poforeignreign language annals 12 4277
115 and 120 percent of the original record-
ing

flaherty etienne 1975 the effect of
time allowed more time and facilitated time expansion on listening compre-

hensionthe reading of new and more difficult of high school students in
material speech compressed to SO80 percent second year french classes disser-

tationof the original speaking rate gave variation in the ohio state university
difficulty without increasing the complexity friedman herbert L and raymond L
of the printed text all subjects in this johnson 1968 compressed speech
research effort made statistically significant correlates of listening ability journalIourna
improvement in reading comprehension of communicationsfotntnunications 182078182078

harvey T edward 1978 student prefer-
ence

summary
for expanded speech inin high

we can do much to free our students school spanish classes at cincinnatiscincinnatusCincin natis
from the difficulty involved in listening to northwest senior high unpublished
commercial tape programspioplograms in a language paper the ohio state university
laboratory we can take them out of the lab littell katherine M 1976 the role of
and have them control the teacher or we can repetition through successive approxi-

mationsinstruments in the lab and haveplace proper in the acquisitions ofoftlieoatliethe basic
students control the rate of program mater-
ials

skills plforeign language annalswith portable instruments comerciallycommerciallycomerci ally 4338459433845943389 4338 45
available at costs within the reach of ed-
ucational institutions and individual teach-
ers

nation ISP 1979 controlling the
the utility of the speech compressor teacher A listening exercise tesiTYW

expander is no longer limited to those able reporter 12123333
to purchase and maintain expensive bulky neville mary and A K pugh 1975 an
equipment and to those working in labor-
atories

exploratory study of the application
research has suggested the feasi-

bility
of time compressed and time expand

of instructing and evaluating listening ed speech in the development of the
and reading comprehension in second lan-
guage

english reading proficiency of foreign
education by applying rate control students englishlnglishanglish language teaching

to recorded speech thus rate control is journal 2943202929432029 4320294320 29
offered as one means of helping our students continued on page 42
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controlling the velocity
continued from page 32
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